1. **What** are some of the traits, values and skills your Leadership students’ need to embody so that they can embrace **change** throughout the year?

2. **What** are the areas of your Leadership program you would like to improve? (ex. initiative, empathy, creativity, social justice, equity, engagement levels)

3. **What** are the roadblocks that exist in your class culture that get in the way of improving the culture of your school?

4. **Who** are the current staff leaders (groups or individuals) that support empowerment of students and improving student engagement in co-curricular programs?

5. **Who** are some of the other student leaders (groups or individuals) that you could collaborate with to improve the “Leadership Development Model” at your school site?
Books to Read!

Suggestions for School Culture/Climate/Personal Development:
(changing lens, mindset, adapting over time)

- Buddha’s Brain - Rick Hanson
- Mindset – Carol Dweck
- Creativity, Inc. – Ed Catmull (Story of PIXAR)
- Good to Great - Jim Collins
- Start with Why – Simon Sinek
- Everyone Communicates, Few Connect - John Maxwell
- Gifts of Imperfection – & - Daring Greatly - Brene Brown
- Leader Who Had No Title - Robin Sharma
- Chain Reaction - Darrell Scott (Rachel’s Challenge)
- How to Give a TED Talk – Carmine Gallo
- The Leadership Challenge - Kouzes & Posner
- Language of Appreciation – Gary Chapman

Others great resources-

- Counter-Intuitive – Tyler Durman (great for working with parents)
- The Go-Getter - Peter Kyne (A fable about initiative)
- TEEN TRUTH – JC Pohl
- Made to Stick - Heath Brothers (For mottoes, branding etc.)
- UNWIND! – Sam Bracken (Tips for living a more healthy and balanced life)
- Heart to Heart Teaching – Dr. Steve Woolf (Building respect & connection)
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Some of My Top Picks:

7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens- Sean Covey

My Orange Duffel Bag, A journey of radical change -Sam Bracken

The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
- Robin Sharma

Connecting tips at #CADA:
- Listen Genuinely
- Ask Questions!
- Be Authentic
- Prepare for Workshops
- Share Resources
- Celebrate your Success
- Share your Story

Connecting Tips at School:
- Go First
- Greet People
- Smile
- Lunch w/ your leaders
- Lunch w/ your Advisor
- Acts of kindness
- Genuinely express thanks early & often
- Share your Story
- Host a Leadership Summit